SECOND ANNOUNCEMENT

41st S.H. FOULKES ANNUAL LECTURE

Friday 19th May 2017 at 7:00pm

The Times They Are A–Changing:
Evolving Group Analytic Identity

Foulkes Lecturer: Sylvia Hutchinson
Respondent: David Vincent

Please note that the Lecture is at 7-8.30pm. Drinks afterwards until 10pm.

Study Day to follow on Saturday May 20th 2017
From 9am to 5pm

Respondent: Dr Kurt Husemann
In dialogue with Sylvia Hutchinson and David Vincent
Chair: Sue Einhorn

Large Group Conductor: Dr Thor Kristian Island

Please Note New Venue for both events:

ROYAL INSTITUTE OF BRITISH ARCHITECTS (RIBA),
66 Portland Place
London W1B 1AD

(nearest tube stations: Oxford Circus, Regent’s Park and Great Portland Street)

Full programme to follow

Group Analytic Society  Phone: +44(0)20 7435 6611
1 Daleham Gardens  www.groupanalyticssociety.co.uk
London NW3 5BY  Contact: Julia Porturas
E-mail: office@groupanalyticssociety.co.uk
Administrator
Sylvia Hutchinson is a training group analyst and psychotherapist in private practice, having previously worked as a clinical psychologist in NHS and University settings. She has been actively involved in group-analytic training in the U.K. and abroad, and was Co-director of the Turvey Qualifying training in Group Analysis and past Chair of EGATIN (European Group Analytic Training Institutions Network).

David Vincent is a group analyst and psychoanalytic psychotherapist in private practice in London. He worked for many years for the NHS at Forest House Psychotherapy Clinic, retiring as a Consultant Adult Psychotherapist in 2013. He was Chair of the IGA from 2000 to 2005, and Chair of Ethics for the British Psychoanalytic Council from 2012 to 2016.

Kurt Husemann works as psychoanalyst and group analyst in private practice in Berlin. He is a member of the Group Analytic Society international (GASI) since the 80th of the last century (membership number 24). One of his fields of interest is the transculturality in groups. He came to this topic through his friend and colleague, Abraham Braun, who worked with patients individually after persecution and deportation from the first to the third generation, invited him to work with his patients on a group level. In 1983, he founded together with a dozen European colleagues, amongst them Malcom Pines, Dennis Brown, Jean Claude Rouchy, René Kaes and others the “European Association for Transcultural Group Analysis EATGA” and became later one of the chairs of this association. He is actually Vice-Chair of the Berlin Institute for Group Analysis (BIG), Group Training Analyst, Lecturer and Supervisor.

Thor-Kristian Island is a psychiatrist, psychotherapist and group analyst in private practice in Oslo, Norway. He is co-founder and previous director of Institute of Group Analysis (Norway). He was also co-founder of the Norwegian Group Psychotherapy Association. He has been training group analyst, supervisor and theory lecturer, as well as one of the large group conductors at the group analytic training program in Norway for 25 years. He has been committee member of EGATIN and member of the management committee of GAS (London). He was chair of the 13th Group Analytic Symposium in Molde, Norway in 2005. He is current member of the Board of Directors of IAGP. He has been large group conductor at the AGPA annual conferences in New York and New Orleans, IAGP congresses in Rome, Italy and Cartagena, Colombia. Thor-Kristian also co-conducted the Large Group at GASI symposium Lisbon in 2014. He has been large group conductor at many other national and international conferences, including Israel, Ukraine and Russia.